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A B S T R A C T

Average charged multiplicities have been measured separately in b, c and light quark

(u, d, s) events from 2° decays measured in the SLD experiment. Impact param-

eters of charged tracks were used to select enriched samples of b and light quark

events, and reconstructed charmed mesons were used to select c quark events. We

measured the charged multiplicities: fiU& = 20.21 + 0.10 (stat.) + 0.17 (syst.), E. =

21.28 + 0.46 (stat.)~~:~~ (syst.) and iib = 23.14 + 0.10 (stat.)~~:~~ (syst.), from which

we derived the differences between the total average charged multiplicities of c or

b quark events and light quark events: AiiC = 1.07 + 0.47 (stat.)~~:j~  (syst.) and

A~~ = 2.93 + 0.14 (stat.)~~:~~  (syst.). We compared these measurements with those

at lower center-of-mass energies and with perturbative QCD predictions. These com-

bined results are in agreement with the QCD expectations and disfavor the hypothesis

of flavor-independent fragmentation.



1 Introduction

Heavy quark (Q=c,b) systems provide important laboratories for experimental tests of

the theory of strong interactions, quantum chromodynamics (QCD). Since the large

quark mass A’((Q acts as a cutoff for soft gluon radiation, some properties of these

systems can be calculated accurately in perturbative QCD. In other cases, however,

where QCD calculations assume massless quarks, the products of heavy hadron decays

can complicate the comparison of data with the predictions for massless partons. It

is therefore desirable to measure properties of both light- and heavy-quark systems as

accurately as possible.

Here we consider one of the most basic observable properties of high energy par-

ticle interactions, the multiplicity of charged hadrons produced in the final state. We

consider hadronic 2° decays, which are believed to proceed via creation of a primary

quark-antiquark pair, 2° + q~, which subsequently undergoes a fragmentation process

to produce the observed jets of hadrons. If the primary event flavor q can be identified

experimentally, one can measure the average charged multiplicity ii~ in events of that

flavor, for example q = b, c, uds, where uds denotes the average over events of the types

2° -+ uii, d~, and s.5. These are not only important properties of 2° decays, but, if

the average decay multiplicity of the leading hadrons that contain the primary heavy

quark or antiquark is subtracted from ~Q to yield the average non-leading multiplicity,

can also be used to test our understanding of the quark fragmentation process and

its dependence on the quark mass. The hypothesis of flavor-independent fragmenta-

tion [1, 2] implies that this non-leading multiplicity in e+e– + QQ (“heavy quark”)

events at center-of-mass (c.m.) energy W should be equal to the total multiplicity

in e+e– + uii, di, and S.F (“light quark”) events at a lower c.m. energy given by the

average energy of the non-leading system, & = (1 – (~E~ ))~, where

is the mean fraction of the beam energy carried by a heavy hadron of flavor Q.

Perturbative QCD predictions have been made [3] of the multiplicity difference

between heavy- and light-quark events, ~fiQ  = ~Q – fiud~.  In this case the suppression
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of soft gluon radiation caused by the heavy quark mass leads to a depletion of the non-

leading multiplicity, and results in the striking prediction that A~~ is independent

of W at the level of ±0.1 tracks. Numerical predictions of A7ib = 5.5 + 1.3 and

AfiC = 1.7 + 1.1 were also given [3]. More recently, improved calculations have been

performed [4], confirming that the energy-dependence is expected to be very small and

predicting A~~=3.53+0.23  and A?zC=l.02+0.24 at W = AIz O.

In our previous paper [5] we measured ~b and Afib using the sample of about

10,000 hadronic 2° decays recorded by the SLD experiment in the 1992 run. By

comparing with similar measurements at lower c.m. energies [1, 6, 7, 8] we found

that A@ was consistent with an energy-independent value, and in agreement with

the prediction of [3]. This result was subsequently confirmed by the DELPHI [9] and

OPAL [10] Collaborations. The dominant uncertainty in our measurement resulted

from lack of knowledge of the charged multiplicity in 2° + cc events, ~C. Here we

present simultaneous measurements of fib, 7iC and fi.d~ based upon the sample of about

160,000 hadronic 2° decays collected by SLD between 1992 and 1995, and using the

SLD micro-vertex detector and tracking system for flavor separation. By measuring

?iC and ~U&. directly we have reduced the systematic uncertainty on A~b substantially,

and have also derived AfiC, which allows us to compare with the QCD predictions for

the charm system and with the only other measurement of this quantity [10] at the

2°. This measurement supersedes our previous measurements of fib and ~fib [5].

2 Apparatus and Hadronic Event Selection

The e+e- annihilation events produced at the 2° resonance by the SLAC Linear Col-

lider (SLC) were recorded using the SLC Large Detector (SLD). A general description

of the SLD can be found elsewhere [1 1]. The trigger and selection criteria for isolating

hadronic 2° boson decays are described elsewhere [12].

The analysis presented here used the charged tracks measured in the central drift
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chamber (CDC) [13] and in the vertex detector (VXD) [14]. A set of cuts was applied

to the data to select well-measured tracks, which were used for multiplicity counting,

and events well-contained within the detector acceptance. The well-measured tracks

were required to have (i) a closest approach transverse to the beam axis within 5 cm,

and within 10 cm along the axis from the measured interaction point; (ii) a polar

angle 6’ with respect to the beam axis within I cos O 1< 0.80; and (iii) a momentum

transverse to the beam axis pl > 0.15 GeV/c. Events were required to have (i) a

minimum of seven such tracks; (ii) a thrust axis [15] direction within \ cos & [< 0.71;

and (iii) a total visible energy 23Vi~ of at least 20 GeV, which was calculated from the

selected tracks assigned the charged pion mass; 114,499 events passed these cuts. The

background in the selected event sample was estimated to be 0.1 & O.l?lO, dominated

by 2° -+ r+~- events.

While the multiplicity measurement relied primarily on information from the CDC,

the additional information from the VXD provided the more accurate impact parameter

measurement, and D meson vertex reconstruction, used for selecting samples enriched

in light (u, d, s) and b events, and c events, respectively. In addition to the requirements

for well-measured tracks, “impact parameter quality” tracks were required to have (i)

at least one VXD hit; (ii) a closest approach transverse to the beam axis within 0.3

cm, and within 1.5 cm along the axis from the measured interaction point; (iii) at

least 40 CDC hits, with the first hit at a radius less than 39 cm; (iv) an error on

the impact parameter transverse to the beam axis less than 250 pm; (v) a fit quality

of the CDC track #/cLo.j  < 5; and (vi) a fit quality of the combined CDC+VXD

track X2/d.o. j < 5. We also removed tracks from candidate K: and A decays and

~-conversions found by kinematic reconstruction of two-track vertices.

All impact parameters used in this analysis were for tracks projected into the (x – y)

plane perpendicular to the beam axis, and were measured with respect to an average

primary vertex. The average primary vertex was derived from fits to N30 sequential

hadronic events close in time to the event under study, with a measured precision of



apv = (7 + 2)pm [16]. The impact parameter d was derived by applying a sign to the

distance of closest approach such that J is positive when the vector from the primary

vertex to the point at which the track intersects the thrust axis makes an acute angle

with respect to the track direction. Including the uncertainty on the average primary

vertex the measured impact parameter uncertainty ad for the overall tracking system

approaches 11 pm for high momentum tracks, and is 76pm at pl-=l GeV/c [16].

3 Selection of Flavor-Tagged Samples

We divided each event into two hemispheres separated by the plane perpendicular to the

thrust axis. We then applied three flavor tags to each hemisphere. In order to reduce

potential tagging bias we measured the average charged multiplicity in hemispheres

opposite to those tagged. Impact parameters of

enriched samples of b or light quark hemispheres,

charged tracks were used to select

and reconstructed charmed mesons

were used to select c quark hemispheres.

In each hemisphere we counted the number

that had an impact parameter significance of

distribution of n,i~ upon which is superimposed

of impact parameter quality tracks n~z~

(3norm = d/LT6 >3.0. Fig. 1 shows the

a Monte Carlo simulated distribution in

which the flavor composition is shown. For our Monte Carlo study we used the JETSET

7.4 event generator [17] with parameter values tuned to hadronic e+e– annihilation data

[18], combined with a simulation of B- decays tuned to T(4s)  data [16], and a simulation

of the SLD. A more detailed discussion of flavor tagging using impact parameters can

be found in [16]. The Monte Carlo simulation reproduces the data well and shows that

most light quark hemispheres have n~i~=O  and that the n,,~ Z3 region is dominated

by b quark hemispheres. Hemispheres were tagged as light or b quark by requiring

Tl~lg = 0 or n,i~ z 3, respectively. Table 1 shows the number of light and b quark

tagged hemispheres and their flavor compositions estimated from the simulation.

From Fig. 1 it is clear that an impact parameter tag does not provide a high-
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Table 1. Numbers of hemispheres and fractional compositions of uds, c and b quarks in the tagged

hemispheres. The first quoted errors represent the errors due to the limited size of the Monte Carlo

sample and the second are due to the uncertainties from the modelling of heavy hadron production

and decay.

purity sample of c quark hemispheres. For this purpose we required at least one

prompt D’+ or D+ mesonl reconstructed in a hemisphere. This tag is similar to that

described in [19]. The D*+ mesons were identified using the decay D*+ -+ m~ll”, where

T: is a low-momentum pion and the Do decays via Do -+ K–r+ (“three-prong”),

Do + K-fi+no (“satellite”), or Do + K-n+n+~- (“five-prong”) modes. The D+

mesons were identified using the decay mode D+ + K-m+n-+. D meson candidates

were formed from all combinations of well-measured tracks with at least one VXD hit.

Do candidates were formed by combining two (for the three-prong and satellite modes)

or four (for the five-prong mode) charged tracks with zero net charge, and by assigning

the K– mass to one of the particles and T+ mass to the others.

For D’+ candidates, we first required a candidate Do in the mass range 1.765

GeY”/c2 < kl~}~-  <1.965 GeV/c2 (three-prong), 1.815 GeV/cz  < Al&O”~ <1 .915

GeV/cz  (five-prong), or 1.500 GeV/c2 < Ll~@ <1.700 GeV/c2 (satellite). .D*+ candi-

dates were then required to pass either a set of kinematic cuts or a set of decay length

cuts to suppress combinatorial backgrounds and backgrounds from 1? + D*+ decays.

The kinematic cuts are: (i) I cos OKDO  \ < 0.9 (three-prong and satellite modes) and

I cos 6K~ol <0.8 (five-prong mode), where ~~@ is the angle between the Do direction

in the laboratory frame and the K direction in the Do rest frame, (ii) pT2 >1 GeV/c,

1 Charge-conjugate cases are always implied.
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and (iii) xE~.+ >0.4 for the three-prong and satellite modes and ZE~.+ >0.5 for the

five-prong mode, where x~~.+ = 2ED.+/W  and ED.+ is the D*+ energy. For the decay

length analysis we performed a fit of the Do tracks to a common vertex and calculated

the decay length, Lo, between the primary vertex and this Do decay vertex, and its

error, o~o. The decay length cuts are: (i) a X2 probability > 1% for the vertex fit to the

Do tracks, (ii) a decay length significance LO/a~o >2.5, (iii) the two-dimensional im-

pact parameter of the Do momentum vector to the interaction point <20pm,  and (iv)

ZE~.+ >0.2 for the three-prong and satellite modes and xE~.+ >0.4 for the five-prong

mode.

For all D*+ “candidates we required the proper decay time of the Do, TProP,r =

L//3/~,  where ~ = p~O/EDO and p~o and EDO are the momentum and energy

respectively of the candidate Do meson, to be in the range 0< TP,OPer  < 1ps. Figs.

2(a), (b) and (c) show the distribution of A~J,  where Af~~ ~ ~~~.~~  —— JM&Ond, after the

above cuts for the three Do decay modes, upon which is superimposed the Monte Carlo

simulated distribution in which the flavor composition is shown2. The hemisphere was

tagged as c if it contained a D*+ candidate with AM <0.15 GeV/c2.

D+ ~ K-T+T+ candidates were formed by combining two tracks of the same sign

with one track of the opposite sign, where all three tracks were required to have momen-

tum p >1 GeV/c. The two like-sign tracks were assigned ~+ masses, the opposite-sign

track was given the K– mass, and all three tracks were fitted to a common vertex. A se-

ries of cuts was applied to reject random combinatorics, D“+, and B-decay backgrounds.

We required: (i) x~+ >0.4, (ii) cos OK~+ > –0.8, where OK~+ is the angle between the

directions of the D+ in the laboratory frame and the K- in the D+ rest frame, (iii)

the mass differences Mf(K-T+T+)  – M(K-m+) for each of the two pions to be greater

than 0.16 GeV/c2,  (iv) the normalized D+ decay length L+ /o~+ >3.0, and (v) the

21n the Monte Carlo simulation the production cross section and branching fractions, and normal-

ization of the A.’tl distributions in the region AM > 0.15 GeV/c2,  for the Do + A’ir and Do + KiTTO

modes were adjusted to match the data in Fig. 2, as described in Ref. [19]. The adjustment was small

and included in the systematic errors.



projected angle between the D+ momentum vector and the vertex flight direction to

be less than 5 mrad in the plane perpendicular to the beam axis and less than 20 mrad

in the plane containing the beam axis. The hemisphere was c- tagged if it contained

a D+ ~ K-T+T+ candidate in the mass range 1.800 GeV/c2  < M(K–T+n+) <1.940

GeV/c2.  Fig. 2(d) shows the mass ikf(K-T+n+) distribution of the data upon which is

superimposed the Monte Carlo simulated distribution in which the flavor composition

is shown.

The union of the three samples of D“+ candidates and the sample of D+ candi-

dates was used to tag c quark hemispheres. The flavor composition of these tagged

hemispheres is shown in Table 1.

4 Measurement of Charged Multiplicities

Well-measured charged tracks defined in Section 2 were counted in the hemispheres

opposite to those tagged. The measured average hemisphere

uds, c, b) were ~Ud~ = 8.94 i 0.01, 7?iC = 9.15 t 0.12 and ~b =

errors only).

multiplicities 7iii (i =

9.99 * 0.04 (statistical

The ~i are related to the true average multiplicities iij (j = uds, c, b) of uds, c and

b quark events by:

(1)

where: Pi j is the fraction of hemispheres of quark type j in the i- tagged hemisphere

sample; fij = ~ + ml (j # uds), and ~ is the true average multiplicity originating

from the decay products of j- hadrons and ~t is that originating from the non-leading

particles; Cz,Ud~  is the ratio of the average number of measured charged tracks in light

quark hemispheres opposite i-tagged hemispheres, to the average number of charged

tracks in true light quark hemispheres; C,: (j # uds) is the ratio of the average num-

ber of measured charged tracks originating from the decay products of j- hadrons 3 in

z We include the products of both strongly and weakly decaying heavy hadrons.
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Table 2. The constants C calculated from the Monte Carlo simulation. The first quoted errors are

statistical and arise from the finite size of the Monte Carlo sample. The second are due to the

uncertainties from C and B hadron production and decay.

hemispheres opposite to i- tagged hemispheres, to

nating from the decay products of j- hadrons; C;’

the average number of tracks origi-

(j # uds) is the ratio of the average

number of measured charged tracks originating from the non-leading particles in true

j- quark hemispheres opposite to those tagged as i- quark hemispheres, to the average

number of tracks originating from non-leading particles in true j- quark hemispheres.

The constants P are shown in Table 1. The constants C were also calculated from

our Monte Carlo simulation and are shown in Table 2: they account for the effects

of detector acceptance and inefficiencies, for tracks from beam-related backgrounds

and interactions in the detector material, and for biases introduced by the event and

tagged-sample selection criteria. We included in the generated multiplicity any prompt

charged track with mean lifetime greater than 3 x 10–lOs.  or any charged decay product

with mean lifetime greater than 3 x 10–lOs of a particle with mean lifetime less than

3 x 10-lOs.

We fixed 77$=5.20 and~~~=11.  10, using the measured values from [20, 21, 22] with

the addition of 0.20 and 0.22 tracks, respectively, estimated from the Monte Carlo

simulation, to account for the

in 2° decays.

We then solved eqns. (1)

effects of higher mass states of heavy hadrons produced

to obtain the average charged multiplicities per event,

~U~, = 20.21 A 0.10, i7C = 21.28 t 0.46 and ?lb = 23.14 & 0.10 (statistical errors only).

The multiplicity differences between c and light quark events, and b and light quark
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Table 3. Systematic errors due to detector modelling.

events are, respectively

5 Systematic Errors

Experimental systematic errors arise from uncertainties in modelling the acceptance,

efficiency and resolution of the detector. Systematic uncertainties also arise from er-

rors on the experimental measurements that function as the input parameters to the

modelling of the underlying physics processes, such as errors on the modelling of b and

c fragmentation and decays of B and C hadrons.

The effect of uncertainty in the tracking efficiency was estimated to cause a common

±0.6% variation of the constants C. The effect of uncertainty in the corrections for the

residual -~ conversions and fake tracks was estimated to cause a common ±0.5% vari-

ation of the constants C. Statistical effects from the limited Monte Carlo sample size

were also considered. These errors, summarized in Table 3, were added in quadrature

to obtain a total systematic error due to detector modelling. Note that the uncertain-

ties in total track reconstruction efficiency are a dominant source of systematic error

for ~U& and ~b, but are small for the differences A7iC and Afib. In the case of fiC, AfiC

and Afib the statistical error from the limited Monte Carlo sample size is dominant.

We performed several consistency checks on our results. We checked that our

Monte Carlo simulation showed good agreement with the data for track pl and cos 8
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distributions in the hemispheres opposite to those tagged. We then varied the thrust

axis containment cut within 0.5s I cos 19~\ <0.8. To check for possible bias from our

hemisphere tags the cut on the track significance Jnorm was varied from 2.0 to 4.0 for the

light and b quark hemisphere tags, and D*+ and D+ mesons were considered separately

as a c quark hemisphere tag. Finally, we performed our analysis separately in 2- and

~ 3-jet event samples selected using the Durham algorithm [23] with yCU~=0.003,  to

check for any possible bias in multi-jet events. In each case all the re-evaluated fii were

found to be consistent with our central values of fii within the statistical errors.

In order to estimate the systematic errors due to uncertainties in modelling heavy

hadron production and decay we used an event re-weighting scheme to vary the mul-

tiplicity distributions in the Monte Carlo simulation and to obtain modified values of

the constants C and P. The effect of uncertainty in heavy flavor fragmentation was

estimated by varying the c parameter of the Peterson fragmentation function [24] used

as input to generate the Monte Carlo sample, corresponding to d < Z~ >=*0.012  and

&O.011  for c and b quarks respectively, corresponding to the average errors in measure-

ments of these quantities [25]. The average B hadron lifetime was varied by ±0.1 ps for

B mesons and *0.3  ps for B baryons [26]. The effect of varying the B baryon production

rate in b events by +3’ZO  [16] was also examined. Absolute variations of ~6’ZO and *4Y0

were applied to the B --+ D+ branching ratio and c + D+ branching ratio, respectively

[16]. The effect of the present experimental uncertainties in the branching fractions,

RC = 17(Z0 -+ cC)/17(Z0  a qij) and l?~ = I’(ZO ~ b6)/I’(Z0 ~ qtj), of 6RC=*0.020  and

6R~=*0.003  respectively [26] were also included. The decay multiplicities of C and B

hadrons were varied by *0.26  and *0.36  charged tracks, respectively [20, 21, 22]. For

the D*+ analysis we also accounted for the adjustment of the production cross section

and branching fractions for the Do -+ Km and Do + Km-”  modes in the Monte Carlo

by assigning the full shift of the Monte Carlo simulated distribution as a systematic

error. These uncertainties, summarized in Table 4, were added in quadrature to obtain

total systematic uncertainties due to C and B hadron modelling. For AiiC (A~~)  the



Table 4. Systematic uncertainties due to heavy hadron modelling.

dominant contributions were from the uncertainties in c (b) fragmentation and RC (Rb).

6 Summary and Conclusions

Combining systematic uncertainties in quadrature we obtain:

The hypothesis of flavor-independent fragmentation implies that ?Z&/([l-(ZE~  (w))]vv) s

~Q(W)  —~o~ = fi~~~([l  — (ZE~ (TJ’))]W).  Subtracting 7t$=.5.20  and 7t&=11.10 from our

measured 71C and iib, we obtained @ = 16.08 t 0.46(stat.) l~:~~(syst.)  and ~~~ = 12.04

* 0.10(stat.) ~~:~~  (syst.), respectively. Fig. 3(a) shows our measurements of iiU& at
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W = Mz and of@ and %1 plotted at the appropriately reduced non-leading energy

[1 - (ZEQ (W))]W. Previous measurements of these quantities [1, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 27, 28]

are also shown. The solid curve is a fit to the ~U& measurements shown combined with

those at 5< W < 92 GeV [27]: Fig. 3(b) shows the differences between the non-leading

data points in Fig. 3(a) and the solid curve. A linear fit to these differences (Fig. 3(b))

yields a slope of s = 1.54 t 0.41 tracks/ln(GeV), inconsistent with the hypothesis of

identical energy dependence (s = 0.0) at the level of 3.8 standard deviations, indicating

that the hypothesis of flavor-independent fragmentation is disfavored at this level.

Combining systematic uncertainties in quadrature we obtain:

Fig. 4 shows our measurements of AiiC and Afib together with those from other exper-

iments [1, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 27], at the respective center-of-mass energies. The new result

for ~fib is consistent with our previous measurement [5] and with the measurements

from LEP [9, 10] and Mark-II [27], and that for A~C is consistent with the OPAL

measurement [10].

Within errors all data points in Fig. 4(a) or 4(b) are consistent with the notion

of energy independence of ~iiQ,  but disfavor the flavor-independent fragmentation hy-

pothesis, which implies that ~fiQ  decreases with W in proportion to fiU&-(W). Because

of different measurement techniques, results for A77C and Aiib at PEP, PETRA and

LEP are largely uncorrelated with our results. Linear fits to the AiiC and ~?ib data as

a function of ln (W) yield slopes of s=– 1.33tl.04  and s=– 1.43~0.82 tracks/ln(GeV),

respectively. These slopes are consistent with the perturbative QCD prediction of Ref.

[3], s =0, at the level of 1.3 and 1.7 standard deviations, respectively

Comparing our measurements of A~C and A~~ with the predictions for their abso-

lute values (Fig. 4) we found that both were in good agreement with the predictions

of Ref. [4], while the former was

and the latter within 1.70 of this

in good agreement with the expectation of Ref. [3],

prediction.
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As a result of the accurate measurements of AiiC and Afib at W = A4z, constraints

on the energy independence of these quantities are now limited by the uncertainty in

the lower energy measurements. In order to improve the constraints on the validity

of perturbative QCD down to the scales M: or M:, it is necessary to improve the

accuracy of the measurements of Aiib and A~C, respectively, at lower energies, and/or

extend the ln (W) lever-arm of such measurements. It would thus be desirable to have

measurements of AiiC from the continuum below the T (4S) performed at the existing

and planned B factories, and for both An. and A7ib to be measured at LEP-II and

e+ e– colliders at even higher energies.
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Figure captions

Figure 1. The distribution of the number of tracks per hemisphere n.ig which  miss

the interaction point by more than 30 in the x-y plane. The points represent the data

distribution and the solid histogram represents the Monte Carlo sample. The flavor

composition of the Monte Carlo distribution is shown.

Figure 2. The distributions of AJ4 for a) Do ~ Km, b) Do ~ A’mrO and c) Do +

Kmrm;  d) AJ(KzT) distribution for D+ ~ Km (see text). The points represent

the data distributions and the solid histograms represent the Monte Carlo simulated

distributions. The flavor composition of the Monte Carlo distributions are shown.

Figure 3. a) Our measurements of ti.~~ at W = Mz and the non-leading multiplicities

ml and %1 plotted at the appropriately reduced non-leading energy [1 – (ZEQ (W) )] IV.

Previous measurements of these quantities [1, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 27, 28] are also shown. The

solid curve is a fit [27] to 7iU~~ measured in the range 5 < W < 92 GeV. The error on

this curve (dotted lines) is dominated by the uncertainty on the removal of the heavy

quark contribution to each measured total charged multiplicity. b) The differences

(points) between the non-leading data points in a) and the solid curve. A linear fit to

the these differences is shown by the dashed line. For clarity the data points from the

2° experiments are displayed with small relative displacements in VI-.

Figure 4. Differences in average total multiplicities a) A7iC and b) Afib as functions

of center-of-mass energy. The predictions of Ref. [3] are shown as the solid lines and

those of Ref. [4] are shown as the dashed lines. For clarity the data points from the

2° experiments are displayed with small relative displacements in W.
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